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Faculty Retrained 
To Teach in 3 Weeks 
Would you Uke to be taught math by a Biology Prof.? 
ByUadaHodp 
Staff Development Workshops held 
durina intersession to orientate faculty to 
teach courses other than subjects they are 
professionally trained for, have raised re-
actions from faculty and students that 
ranae from satisfaction to shock and dis-
belief. 
The Workshops were put into effect to 
offset the 'salary-expense deficit caused by 
the $230,000 cut in the Adjunct Teacher 
salary budaet this Spring and the overall · 
faculty dismissals due to low student 
enrollment and C.U.N.Y. budget cuts 
slated for September. 
Accordin& to Carl Polowczyk, Dean of 
Academic Affairs, Staff Development 
Workshops were held between January 3-
17, 1979. The Workshops, centering on the 
Business/Commerce, Math and Special 
Education Departments were a series of 
five, three-hour sessions. 
Dean Polowczyk feels that the Staff 
Development meetinas helped somewhat, 
since these meetinp were geared to revolve 
around departments with the most number 
of part.:time staff. He stated, "The reaction 
of some faculty is disqreement with the 
proaram, while other staff members 
thoqht it wu beneficial." 
Prof. Joe ReiDIOD, 'DepartmeBt Heed, 
Special Education, said, "In my depart-
ment we are holdina orientation sessions, 
not actual trainina." In his opinion, "You 
can't train a discipli~ in IS hours or five 
sessions, when coUeae experience or years 
of qualified triunina is required." He said 
his orientation sessions were to acquaint or 
Jive faculty a aeneral idea of what is done in 
a particular course. Accordingly, people 
were selected to participate in these orien-
tation sessions based on their background, 
experience, and the person's interest in 
teaching in a particular department. 
The procedure doesn't permit the 
ultimate in service, but we must try to use 
the best possible choice. We cannot expect 
the job a fully qualified person can do. 
STUDENTS' POINT OF VIEW 
Apolinar T.rinidad and Elizabeth Garcia 
of the Student Government offered their 
viewpoints as well. Apolinar Trinidad's 
major concern is that students get a good 
educatioq. He wondered where these re-
training programs will actually leave 
students. He offered. "The retraining of 
faculty is a handicap to students. The ad-
ministration may have sincere interest in 
helping students, but, because of the drop 
in enrollment they are using what they think 
is best; which in the long run may not be in 
the best interest of students." 
Elizabeth Garcia said, "In an institute of 
higher learning, I would expect the pro-
fessors to be expert in their given field." 
She adds, "The retraining of faculty . is 
grossly unjust in expecting professors to 
teach·in other areas. I feel it's also unjust to 
students and I would be insulted to be 
taught History by a Physical Educadon 
professor whose expertise is in running." 
They generally agreed they do not under-
estimate faculty ability, but they are unsure 
of the validity of this particular program. 
Although there is but so much the college 
can do for students in view of budget cuts, 
they feh the tenure ~ystem should be 
analyzed. 
"We are · losing a lot of good profes-
sors to · tenure; especially good minority 
professors who can relate to the student 
pOpulation on Campus. Studen~ n~ ex-
cellent services and teachina . in sensitive 
areas such as '' Enalish as a Second 
Language." It's vital to the progress of 
such a student in their future courses in 
college. 
FACULTY HAVE MIXED REACfiONS 
Among the reactions given by faculty 
members, the major one was of surprise 
that people can be trained in three weeks 
for a job or position that requites some 
years of study. One faculty member ex-
claimed, "After studying for nine years and 
spending all that money to get a BA and 
two Masters Degrees, it's shocking to know 
all someone needs is IS hc;)Urs of training to 
do my job." 
Prof. Solomon Wilkowfsky, a professor 
of Spanish in the Language Depanment, 
states, "The workshops are beneficial to 
the students and the faculty." Having par-
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Elizabeth Garda, newly elected U .S.S. Vke-Cbairpenon for Community Colleges; Trina· 
dad ApoUnar, Pres. of Student Government; and Susan Rosenberg, Community Consult-
ant of S.L.I.C. Program 
On the same rainy Sunday afternoon that 
Stanley Simon was being inaugurated on 
Bronx Community's Campus, student 
representatives of C.U.N.Y.'s Senior and 
Community Colleges locked horns in a 
seven hour struggle for the executive post of 
the University Student Senate at the Board 
of Higher Education building in Ml!-nhat-
tan. 
The high points of the day were the head-
on tunle between incumbent Ed Roberts 
and former Legislative Director, Brian 
Kazaki, for the Chairperson's seat. The 
election ran into two tie votes 16-16-3 ab-
stentions, 17-17-1 no vote, and finally 18-16 
with Ed Roberts the victor. The long-
winded precess took an hour and a half. 
A similar battle ensued in the vote for 
Vice-Chairperson of Graduate Affain. The 
contest was less intensified, but the first 
vote resulted in a run-off of a 12-12 tie bet-
ween Guy Condusso and Aaron Uugar. 
Then came a 16-16 tie. The tie was broken 
by an 18-14 vote victory for Aaron Uugar. 
BCC Ha.o1 A Winner 
The biggest success for B.C.C. was the 
land slide election of our own Elizabeth 
Garcia who walked of(with the Vice-Chair-
person seat for Community Colleges with 
21 votes to S for her two opponents and I 
abstention. Ms. Garcia was the only female 
elected to an office and one of the only two 
elected to receive .20 or more votes. The 
other election winner to hit 20 votes was 
Lenny Shine for Vice-Chairman of Legis-
lative Affairs with 22 votes to 10. 
Ms. Garcia, a B.C.C. student govern-
ment member and Trinidad Apolinar, 
Chairperson of Student Government, both 
received Citation Awards of Merit for dedi-
cation and Service to students for Com-
munity CoUeges. 
The remaining election winners were 
Wilson Vasquez, Vice-Chairperson for 
Fiscal Affairs, James St. Furey, Vice-Chair-
person for Senior Colleges and Henri 
Verr:t, Vice-Chairperson for Evening Af-
fairs. 
Most pronounced of the platform issues 
were to fight the $100 tuition Hike, push 
legislation for part-time TAP coverage and 
oversee the proper use of student fees by 
student leaders and College Administrators. 
Frank Jackalone, President of the United 
States Student Association was also on 
hand for the elections. He congratulated 
the senate members on their assertiveness 
and competitive spiril . He announced con-
demnation of the proposed $100 tuition 
hike and vowed support of USSA to fight 
for all forms of Financial Aid and Open Ac-
cess to the Education System for students 
across the country 
Student Assoc. Attack Tuition Hike WANTED 
By Fnddy Wullillato• 
In an all out effort to combat the proposed 
tuition increase made by Governor Carey 
and Mayor Koch, state and city college 
student and faculty associations have 
joined forces to urge student bodies to push 
their political representatives to act against 
the proposal. In a press release from the 
Student Governing Board of Bronx Com-
munity College, the University Student 
Senate, The Professional Staff Conaress, 
the Xommittee on Hiaher Education and 
the State University Student Association, it 
was pointed out that although the increase 
would effect all students both full and part-
time, only those students with income un-
der $2,700 a year could get the maximum 
Sl ,800 coveraae a year. ' 
As it stands, large numbers of the studen-
ts that fall from the enrollment ranks do so 
because of financial difficulties. Last 
semester alone hundreds of students 
payina deferment and hardship waivers 
were dropped from .college. The additional 
$SO per semester would, undoubtedly, in-
crease the drop-out percentage. 
Seute ••d Cllalrpenon 
In a separate retaliation to the tuition 
hike, Peggy O'Garro, ofrmer University 
Student Senate, Vice-Chairperson for 
Community Colleges and Chairperson of 
B.C.C. Student Government, sent a mail-
gram to Mayor Koch assailing the action 
for its negative impact on the student 
population and urging Mayor Koch to 
withdraw the proposal. The mailgram read: 
The proposed incTW~Se of tuition fees tit 
the City University of New York is t1 
grievous negt~tion of your promise to be of 
every tlSSislt~nce to this time-honored in-
stitution. 
The i(!lpaCI of the propost~l will be keenly 
felt by all C. U.N. Y. students but, esep-
cit~lly so by the Community College studen-
ts. To whom such an incTW~Se ctm be 
devutt~ting. 
The Stt~te proposed subsidies for middle 
t~nd upper income students while forcing 
the head of New York City Government to 
impose tin increased burden on our imfHJC-
ted college popult~tion. This blow to the 
City University can only be the det~th knell 
to the entire City. 
Let us remember tht1t throughout history 
it has been shown thtlt the wealth of a 
.nt~tion is its educt~ted people. Denying New 
Yorkers tin opportunity to a higher educa-
tion Ctln only mean the eventut~l decrease of 
taxes to the City's coffers. Denying upward 
mobility to' thoUSilnds of urlxm citizens ct~n 
indeed cost the t~lret~dy overburdened tax 
payers millions of dollt~rs. I would like to 
llSSUre my constituency tht1t you will em-
pht~tict~lly pursut~de Governor Ct~rey thtlt 
such t1 drastic measure as increasing tuition 
fees til C. U.N. Y. will t~dversely il/fect our 
City'sfuture. 
Therefore, Mt~yor Koch, on beht~lf of my 
GONTINUED ON PAGE 8 
The Safety and Security Office would 
like to caution all students In regard to 
a rash of purse snatching Incidents 
which occurred shortly before the 
Christmas vacation. The purse snat· 
chlngs took place In the general area of 
Tech Two. A composite description 
from witnesses leads to the conclusion 
that one Individual was Involved: a 
male, possibly Hispanic, about 5'9", 
140·150 lbs., light complexion with 
pock·marked face, slight mustache, 
medium afro, wearing blue jeans, 
sneakers and green army jacket or 
green ace sweatshirt. 
The Safety and Security Office would 
like all students, faculty and staff to be 
allured that It Is working diligently to 
apprehend this suspect and prevent 
any recurrence of such Incidents. 
Anyone having Information should 
call the Safety and Security Office ex· 
tensions 545 or 549. Confidentiality will 
be- maintained. 
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B.C. C. Campus Host For 
Simon Inauguration 
Dr. Roscoe Brown was understandably 
proud of Bronx Community College recent-
ly when it played host to the inauguration of 
Bronx Borough President Stanley Simon. 
Through wind and rain, a galaxy of poli-
ticians, family, friends and Simon suppor-
ters packed Gould Memorial Library to 
standing room capacity. Expressing hi s 
elation with the activities, Dr. Brown said, 
"It just shows that a great deal of won-
derful people still care about Bronx Com-
munity College . This is a good College that 
can and will do more things with the Com-
munity." 
Mayor Edward Koch braved the incle-
ment weather to swear Presi dent-elect 
Simon into office and Bronx Surrogate, 
Bertram Gelfand administered the 
swearing-in of Deputy Borough President , 
Carlos Cuevas. 
Amid a horde of newspaper reporters, 
cameramen and photographers, the new 
Borough President promised to put to 
right s the frayed health services, implemen-
tation of plans for a productive 911 Emerg-
ency Service with a training program 
for its operators, the establishment of 
voluntary consulting service, manned with 
qualified lawyers, doctors and advisors with 
expertise in the service areas that plague 
Bronx residents too poor to afford private 
help. 
Bronx Borough President Stanley Simon and famil)·. 
A strong believer in the philosophy, as is 
Mayor Koch, that a half a glass of water is 
half full and not half empty, Borough 
President Simon also intends to put the 
housing tragedy on its feet with housing 
renovation programs and then go into 
building new housing. Simon feels there are 
far too many abandoned buildings in good 
condition to allow wasteful demolition and 
the building of new buildings where it' s un-
necessary . 
Among the host of political elites were 
Congressman Mario Biaggi, Manhattan 
Borough President, Andrew Stein, former 
Bronx Borough President Robert Abrams, 
and Senators Mendez and Bernstein . 
Nursing Student Fights for Seni~ 
The Tech II Library will be open 
throughout the Spring semester until 9:00 
P .M . on Monday through Thursday, 
thank s in large measure to the initiative of 
Eugenia Watson, a pre-nursi ng student. 
Forced by the fiscal crisis to cut back to an 
8:00P.M. closing in the midst of the Fall 
semester, the Library is grateful to Eugenia 
Watson who undertook a petition cam-
paign to rescind the early closing. She 
secured over 300 signatures from students 
in all curricula who shared dismay at the 
loss of library hours. Student Government 
President Apolinar Trinidad to whom she 
presented the petition met with Dean 




Offers ·an Out 
By Valerie Corseri 
Mari Maggu the director of Operation 
Scapegoat presented a lecture on 
Prostitution . Operation Scapegoat is an 
organization that iS-designed to help pros-
titutes quit the life and join the human race. 
Ms. Maggu delivered a lecture on her in-
sight into the life of Prostitution. Who is 
she and whatdoes she know, many of you 
might ask? She was a prostitute! 
Ms. Mari Maggu came from a Roman 
Catholic home and was educated in 
Parochial schools. A far cry from a typical 
prostitute? Not so! There were nine 
children in her household and the family 
was poor so at the age of 17, she went out 
into the world with two blouses and one 
skirt, hoping for more. Well she found it, 
the street, money and men. It was exciting 
and she actually had money in her pocket 
and enjoyed life . She married at the age of 
possible for the Library to remain open un-
ti19:00 P.M . 
While it is true that library use after 8:00 
P.M . is often light, the fact remains that for 
those who cannot use the library during the 
day, the hour from 8 to 9 P.M. is of great 
importance . In the case of Eugenia Watson 
who works during the day, the loss of an 
hour of library time seriously interfered 
with her ability to complete her assign-
ments. The library sincerely aporeciates the 
efforts of the students and the administra-
tion which will make it possible for the 
library to serve students until 9:00 P.M . on 
Monday through Thursday beginning 
February 2, 1979. 
Madam X-Mari Maggu is flanked by Prof. Peter Morrill (r) and B.C.C. STUDENT 
Sydelle Cottle, seminar coordinator. 
19 and continued to roam and stroll but at 
the birth of her son she decided to leave the 
danger of the streets. She resorted to 
working the houses which were safer, but, as 
she recalls, "my only true moment of peace 
was when l got home and had my baby in 
my arms." 
At the age of 23, she became the youngest 
Madam (a woman in charge of a brothel) in 
New York City but she realized that the 
"jingle in your· pocket is not worth the 
jingle in your head!" With that in mind 
and all the arrest records in her past she 
went out on her own . It was hard but on 
September 13, 1975 she turned her last trick 
and on October I, 1975, she got a volunteer 
job working in jails in the O.A.R. (Offen-
der Aid and Restoration) program . She 
figured that she would be helping many of 
her old friends but at the end of six months, 
the paper work caught up with her and she 
was fired . Still with the turning wheels of 
progress she knew "When the life is using 
you, you've got to get out." She was deter-
mined to stay off the street and she succeed-
ed with the help of a policeman and a dear 
friend who helped her, counseled her and 
encouraged her until she was stable and 
confident that she could make it and she 
has! With the help of Father DePaul Gen-
ska and some Church funding, she formed 
Operation Scapegoat. Operation Scapegoat 
was named for the prostitute who pays for 
everyone else's "sins."· Presently thi s non-
Tips for Freshmen 
Welcome Freshmen to Bronx Commun-
ity College. 
The following are a few pointers to in-
coming freshmen, with the idea that ex-
perience is not always the best teacher. 
First, some facts: 
• B.C.C. is a two year college, requiring 
you to complete 64-68 credits toward your 
particular degree. 
• You will not graduate in 2 years: 
if you take 12 credits a semester; 
if you withdraw from college unneces-
sarily; 
if you acumulate excessive W grades; 
if you hang in various recreational 
areas of the campus excess ively ; and 
proceed with a negative or lackidasical at-
titude . 
These facts a re points out of my own 
first hand experiences and the experiences 
of peers I or 2levels above you. 
These facts a re reinforced by tl-Jc prcsem:e 
of students in the 3rd and/ or, would you 
believe, Sth year in B.C.C., a 2 year college . 
How did this happen? 
Some students took classes, passed them 
and indeed acquired 64-68 credits. 
However, their assortment of classes did 
not pertain to any particular degree. Some 
student s would take a break from school 
every other semester . Some students 
followed the advice of uncaring counselors. 
How can you possibly avoid such 
mistakes? 
First, constantly consider what you want 
from college and have a goal in mind . If 
there's no clear goal in mind, consider ap-
titude tests to give you some pointers. 
(Check this out- l took one .) 
Do get a Flow Chart and Pattern Sheet 
of you curriculum. The flow chart lists the 
courses for your particular curriculum. The 
pattern sheet lists the courses and credit 
amount of each course with additional 
boxes to fill in your elective subjects. In ob-
taining these papers they help to insure that 
you are following your curriculum and not 
taking courses that are useless toward your 
degree . These papers can be obtained at 
Loew Hall room 202 . 
Do get to know a counselor , who you can 
talk to and whom you have confidence in . 
Many counselors can give student s bad 
vibes. I have found that after going through _ 
many, I always come back to one in parti-
cular who gives very objective feedback. 
Prof. Jackson Jupp is my preference. The 
familiarity of one counselor is an asset to 
planning your courses each semester. 
The Learning Center is helpful with its 
video tape and cassettes on various courses. 
profit organization is located in her apart-
ment but with additional funds she hopes to 
be able to acquire a Hospitality House 
where a hooker can get her head together -
away from all the elements of her nightlife . 
A hospitality house which could provide 
someone to talk to, confide in and trust 
because in the "life" everyone is out for 
himself. Even though she is out of the 
street, she still strolls not for sex money but 
for the hope of finding and helping any of 
th e girls that want and need help in all 
aspects of the "street life ." Ms . Maggu 
knows that she cannot help all of the 40,000 
prostitutes that live in New York City but 
just their knowing that someone is there is 
a step in the right direction . Understand 
that a hooker needs someone, not just a 
pimp who collects and draws the very 
essence of womanhood from her body for 
money; but someone who really cares. You 
see, there are no advantages but there are 
disadvantages in prostitution, like the 
myths of alleged security, protection and 
affections. You can be sure these are only 
myths, especially since it is a man's business 
and the women are their property. Whether 
you realize it or not one prostitute is killed 
each day, their life is not even their own. 
The only advantage that any one of the 
ladies have is their mind in which to decide 
whether to stay and live a life as an in-
dividual and enjoy life for what it really is 
-beautiful. 
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The Masked Deflator Rides Again 
For the past five years inflation has been 
the cause of severe cutbacks within the City 
University. Many have witnessed this evil 
slowly strangle the soul out of the educa-
tional system, like a cancer that has en-
gulfed the life of its victim. 
A stroll around the perimeters of this uni-
versity will reveal the ruins that stand hol-
low due to the so-called essential cutbacks. 
Students feel the crunch as they witness 
class size increase, elimination of self-help 
programs, faculty being pushed out of the 
city in order to find work in their specialty. 
It is inconceivable that inflation alone could 
carry such a bloody sword. 
It is common knowledge to many, how 
self-interest politicians have used the so-
called economic crisis as a scapegoat for the 
ruthless extinction of essential services to 
the poor and the minorities. An explanation 
for this mass-murder is not inflation. This is 
a conscious effort to destroy city universi-
ties simply because they now contain too 
many attempting to escape from their pre-
destined future. 
This cancer is now eroding BCC's 
faculty. Plans to further reduce the 326 
faculty members to 296 are now being im-
plemented for September, 1979. Names 
familiar to many: Davis, Daley, Lanier, will 
no longer be part of this learning institu-
tion. These non-reappointments come on a 
seniority basis. But we all know those who 
are last hired are first fired, an act that does 
little more than accept quantity over quality. 
The following may prove as interesting 
statistics: According to the Office of 
Academic Affairs, in September, 1978, 
BCC employed 326 faculty members 
(tenured and non-tenured). A racial break-
down of the above inidcates 270 whites, 36 
Blacks, 10 Hispanics, 9 Asians or Pacific 
Islanders and 1 American Indian. A percen-
tage breakdown is: 83 percent white, 9.8 
percent Black, 3.4 percent Hispanic and 3.1 
percent combined all other minorities. 
As of September, 1979, there will be 296 
faculty members. A racial breakdown 
discloses 247 whites, 29 Blacks, 10 Hispan-
ics and 10 all other minorities, It appears 
that Hispanic and other minority groups are 
not being affected. A percentage breakdown 
is: 83 percent white, 9.8 percent Black, 3.4 
percent Hispanic and 3.4 percent all other 
minorities. 
According to BCC's Self Study Guide, 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
I'd like to salute our devoted, loyal 
Loretta, who has served our students, 
faculty and staff for many years in our 
college cafeteria. She has given endless 
hours of work, patience and endurance to 
the needs of all our students, faculty and 
staff. The planning of parties on short 
notices has never dimmed her patience but 
instead she came up smiling and turning out 
the very best and beautiful arrangements 
with sometimes small budgets to work on. 
Loretta has an ingenious way of making do 
on very little and elaborating on larger 
scales if neccessary, for entertaining, 
retirement parties and just plain coffee and 
cake. 
I just think it's time to take off our hats 
to you, Loretta, for a job well done and let 
us say, "God Bless You." 
Sylvia Weiss 
Dear Editor, 
Would you be kind enough to allow this 
brief letter some space in your publication? 
While I think The Communicator con-
tributes substantially to Bronx Community 
College, I believe there are some things at 
the college which daily subtract from our 
environment. 
More specifically, I wish to focus your at-
tention to the appearance of the various 
bulleting boards around our beautiful cam-
1978, the student-body's 1976 ethnic com-
position was 50.4 percent Black, 31.9 per-
cent Hispanic, 13.1 percent white and 4.1 
percent all other minorities. To date, the 
statistics are basically the same for Blacks 
and Hispanics, if not higher. 
It is difficult to understand why in an in-
stitution that houses 82.3 percent Black and 
Hispanic student-body would only have a 
14 percent Black and Hispanic faculty. 
Because of the reduction of 1 Black faculty 
members, the total Black faculty will be re-
duced by 19.4 percent. 
The actual total minority faculty reduc-
tion planned for 1979 is only 0.7% (from 
17.2% to 16.6%), seemingly insignificant. 
But this does not disclose the 19% reduc-
tion in the Black faculty; the 15% reduction 
of Hispanic faculty and the 13% reduction 
of the total minority faculty. Nevertheless, 
this is obviously a glaring reality. Can BCC 
afford to reduce its already low minority 
faculty by /3o/o? 
Scenes from next semester's continuing 
saga promises further course reductions, in-
creased class sizes, possible tuition hikes 
pus, Beginning with the one to the right of 
the main entrance approaching from 
University Avenue. Secondly, those that 
simultaneously face us in and about the 
Gould Student Center, including the 
Cafeteria. 
These are the ones most conspicuous 
and, in my opinion are fine examples of 
ugliness. I further observe that some of the 
materials are stamped "Approved for 
Posting by the Office of Student Activities" 
but others are not. 
This represents a lack of coordinated ef-
fort in the performance of the Office of 
Student Activities. 
In face of my observations, 1 wish to 
recommend that the Office of Student Ac-
tivities take the following steps: 
A) Monitor aforementioned bulletin 
boards; 
B) Arrange all postings; 
C) Discard all outdated materials. 
Dr. JoeL. Rempson 
Sincerely, 
Herbert S. George 
Special Educational Services 
Dear Joe: 
I am resigning my position as Lecturer 
within the Department of Special 
Educational Services, effective January 31, 
1979. 
As a member of the department and the 
ESL Team, and more recently, as Coor-





/ / / 
and an 850Jo minority student-body under 
the educational and cultural influence of an 
83% white faculty. The Masked Deflator 
rides again! 
It is understood many of these decisions 
come from boards outside of City Uni-
versity. However, where does our Presi-
dent, our leader, stand on this issue? 
Students want to know; have a right to 
know, what, if any affirmative action has 
been taken to deter this massacre. 
The racial and education genocide is 
corrfing in the disguise of economic crisis, 
inflation; but its unmasked identity is ob-
viously suppression. Our parents witnessed 
the worst depression in history (before 
WWII). People were in the streets, hungry. 
Homes, businesses and lives were lost in a 
capacity never before experienced in 
American history outside of war and black 
slave genocide. Yet, during that time, bud-
get cuts within City University (which, inci-
dentally, was over 90% white and tuition 
free) was not as severe as they are today. In-
flation? Hardly. It is more conceivable as a 
way to further suppress a too fast awaken-
. to protect the quality of our program and 
of the education of ESL students. I cannot 
agree with the change in standards that is 
being brought about by the practices of 
retraining and ancillary teaching as they 
have been designed at Bronx Community 
College. I cannot condone the lack of 
respect for professional training and ex-
perience in the discipline of ESL that is 
inherent in the actions of the present ad-
ministration. 
With great sadness at leaving, I wish to 
express my thanks to you, Joe, wtiose 
leadership has enabled me to grow 
professionally over the last five years. For 
the first time in my life, I found a leader 
and a structure that encouraged me to take 
initiative and be the very best Of who I am. 
Because I have had the fortune to work in a 
quality program with colleagues who have 
the highest standards, I now realize my 
work life would not be satisfying or produc-
tive without concrete adlt)inistrative sup-





What can students do to safeguard their 
interests ... ? Serious consideration should 
be given to creating a Student Task Force 
Committee. A call to representatives from 
various student organizations, along with 
selected, concerned faculty members is in 
order. This committee should launch an in-
vestigation; probing into the overall effects 
of this new cutback, from a student point 
of view. 
Must students return to the street again in 
order to stop these ruthless rapings . . . ? 
No, not necessarily ... But, perhaps these 
trigger-happy budget cullers need a sam-
pling of how student tuition (rlo matter 
what the source) sponsors a large segment 
of tt is University's income. Maybe then 
stude.1t needs would take precedence over 
the needs of the State. 
It is time students stop paying for this 
City's economic blunders... It is time the 
Masked Detlator rides off into the sunset .. 


















never washed away 
Words 
Valerie Corseri 
A Star Has Fallen 
The staff of the Communicator wishes to express their deepest sym-
pathy to the family and friends of Miss -Leisa Jones who died tragically 
on Monday, February 5, 1979. Please accept our condolences. 
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Retraining from page • 
ticipated in a retraining workshop for 
"English as a Second Language," Prof. 
Wilkowfsky feels that such workshops are a 
precautionary measure in case there are not 
enough faculty to cover scheduled classes. 
The retrained personnel would fill-in. 
He views it as a great idea of the 
President to save jobs in the given areas. He 
concluded, "Anything that saves jobs, I 
like." 
The program is viewed by many faculty a 
budget -saver and a legal action preventa-
tive. The projected budget is based on the 
projected decline in the number of sutdents 
expected to enroll. That means faculty must 
be cut; which according to law means non-
tenured and part-time faculty must go first. 
The tenured faculty are moved to other 
departments to compensate for vacancies. 
This will save paying part-timers and 
prevent a legal battle that might erupt if the 
excessive tenured faculty are cut from over-
loaded departments . 
It was also noted that with the cuts, a 
significant percentage of minority faculty 
will be lost and is considered a nagrant 
abuse of the Civil Rights guidelines. 
This 
Lovable Woman 
f·riskv a-. a lambkin. 
Busy as a bee-
That', the kind of woman 
l'<:opk like to s<:<: . . . 
\1od<:st as a violet, 
As a rost:bud sweet--
That's the kind of Woman 
Pt:opk like to meet ... 
Bright as is a diamond, 
Pure as any pearl-
Everyone rejoices in 
Su<:h a woman .. . 
Happy as a robin, 
Gentle as a dove-
That's the kind of woman 
Everyone will love ... 
Fly away and seek her, 
Seck this woman of mine-
For I choose that very woman 
As my own Valentine! 
-By Ruben 
Jan . 22, 1979 
In Prof. Remson's opmron, with ap-
propriate and careful planning, Bronx 
Community College could be a college that 
is as good or better than we've had in the 
past. He also feels that what is needed is a 
well thought out plan which considers 
faculty and program needs; a plan for 
faculty reduction that insures we keep per· 
sonnel we need and phase our personnel not 
needed and consider as well that H.C.C. is 
<){)O/o minority student' and that f<11.:ulty 
_-,hould rcflc..:t the high perL·cntagc of 
minority students. 
( ollt•aJ.:Ul"i Makt· A ppt·als 
In '>ome im.taiKcs, tenures fa~.:uhy arc ap-
pealing to President Brown to retain those 
non-reappointed fa~.:ulty with exceptional 
qualifi~.:ations . The Learning Center is a 
parti~.:ular example . Collectively the three 
professors, Edith Palmer, Elaine Christian 
and Annette Peretz, who developed a lear-
ning center known and used by many other 
colleges, hold two Masters Degrees in 
Educational Technology and/or Library 
Science and Educational Media. 
Although the staff of the Learning Cen-
ter consists of various clerical, support and 
student-aide staff, between the three Li-
brarians according to their schedule break-
down, there are two full-time professionals 
on duty at all times. Their professionalism 
and expertise in organizing, directing and 
scheduling the multitude of slides, film-
strips. tapes, video cassettes and records for 
professors and students is viewed as an asset 
to the quality of learning in B.C. C. 
The statistics of the last semester show 
Transfer Announcement 
Loew Hall for date and place. 
that 26,500 students utilized the Learning 
Center. In a fourteen week semester, con-
sisting of about 80 days, 300 students are 
served each day in the Learning Center. 
What The lo'uture Holds 
The question of what the future of Bronx 
Community College looks like with all .he 
budget and faculty cuts, and low 
enrollment. still remains. 
Dean Polowuyk r<:sponded, "The 
decline of rcgi,tration and cut'> willlevd off 
at 5,500 stulknh." He ex peds one or t\\(l 
more declines to level l~tf and a 2,000 
studcn loss cad1 year with admis s1o ns <It thc 
same rate. 
Unlike previous semesters, in order to 
dcdining enrollment, students arl' not bcins 
suspended but arc required· to sec coun· 
sdors in order to parti~.:ipate in programs to 
achieve a more beneficial acaderni~.: stan-
dard . The program, which was planned by 
Dean PolowCtyk, i:-; in for~.:e this semester to 
help ~taff to better determine probationary 
procedures and to seek the reason for 
having trouble with their classes. 
The four fo~.:al points of the program are : 
major reasons students get to the point of 
suspension, the abilities of reading and 
writing, career interests and what careers 
are open to them, based on their skills. 
Among the events that prompted the 
Staff Development Workshops were: low 




















Faculty Advisors Professors: 
George Davis 
Joan Seals 
The Oommunocator os supported 
by Student Activity Fees 
cording to official documents, nine depart-
ments are being affected by faculty cuts. 
Registration figures of last semester showed 
that enrollment was 600-700 short with 
more dcdines expected this Spring 
semester. Last semester's enrollment shor-
tage left B.C.C. $800,000 short of its' 
projc~.:ted budget for operation expenses. 
Part of the operating expenses arc based 
on the number of st uueiii'> regi .'> tcrcd for 15 
credits or more. generally labeled l·ull Time 
Equivalency of I·TE Student-.. Sources 
,:lose to a weekend telethon held after 
reg.i stration Jaq Spring ~tatcd th<.tt the lm1 
enrollment problem wa.' never mad<: dear 
to the public. But, one of the major respon-
ses from students was that H.C.C ·. 's sy'>tem 
leaves much to be desired . 
One student recalleJ her first two regis -
trations, whereby she went through the un-
familiar grounds confused and unsure of 
where she was going. She was finally regis-
tered after a tearful, hystcri~.:al outburst and 
left feeling she had been through a horrible 
ordeal. 
A~TIVITIES I'AIR DAY 
• THURSDAY, MAR. 22, 1979 
GOlJLD STUDENT CENTER 
10 A.M.- 4 P.M. 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS: 12-2 P.M. 
To All Clubs-members, officers, advisors: 
WE'RE GETTING READY ..... 
WE'RE GETTING READY FOR OUR 
ANNUAL ACTIVITIES FAIR. 
THE ACTIVITIES FAIR IS YOUR AFFAIR! 
Bronx Community College graduates 
have increasing Transfer opportunities . In 
order to assist students in making informed 
and appropriate Senior College choices the 
Department of Student Development spon-
sors ongoing activities and services. Studen-
ts arc urged to usc all resources to explore 
their oprortunities . 
Senior College Open Houses 
Oportunities to visit senior colleges to 
speak to students and faculty. Check Open 
House Bulletin Board at Locw Hall 310. 
All clubs should be planning what they're going to do or 
present at the ACTIVITIES FAIR. What arc YOU 
planning? 
If you're asking: "Why should my dub participate in the 
Student ACTIVITIES FAIR?", let us give you some good 
rl'asons: 
Spring '79 Transfer Da~ : March H 
ll-am-3pm. Communit y Hall 
5rm-7pm. Tech lll.obby 
CUNY, SLNY, Privat<: Colkgc reprcsenta-
tiv<:s will be on hand to answer your 
questions . 
Transfer Information Workshops 
To answer questions about deadlines, 
SATs, evaluation of ncdits, Financial Aid 
packages, Transfer Priorities. 
M-Mar. 12 3- 4pm l.oew Hall224 
W- Mar. 14 10-11 am l.ocw Hall 224 
H-Mar . 15 1- 2pm l.oew Hall224 
5- 6pm l.oew Hall 224 
Senior Colleges Visits to DCC Campus 
Senior College rcpr<:scntativcs visit HCC 
pniodically. ChcL·k Bulletin Boards in 
Scholarship Information 
~1any colleges offer scholarships basl·d 
on CiPA and.'or specific majors .. Check 
Scholarship Bulletin Board at l.oew 310. 
Transfer & Can·l'r l.ibrar) 
Catalogs for CLJ NY. SUNY anJ l'rivatL' 
Colleges and reference books are available 
for information at l.o<:w )07 . 
Transfer Counseling 
To assist you in making a decision, ~:on­
tact Prof. ~tae (ioldberg, Loew Hall 310, 
ext. 688 . For C.D. Students : Prof. ~1arilyn 
Lamkay, Locw Hall222, ext. 252. 
CUNY Applict~tions available March 1st 
at Registrar's Office for graduating studen-
ts. 
SUNY Applications available at Tansfcr 
Office, Locw 310. 
Prh·ate College Applil'ations-~.:ontact 
L·ollege of your choice. 
The /\CTIVITFS FAIR is the pla~.:e where your dub 
can " show -off" a iittk hit! I his is a marvdous shuwcasl' tu 
exhibit th<: -,pirit of ~our organitation. 
\\IIOARL YOL! WHAT ARL YOL l .lld '! 
I h<: /\( "11\Tfii ·: S !·A IR j, a time 1t1 ~l'l to know other 
club-, and other \ludents on our ~·a mpus. This i.'> a tcrritil· 
OJ'POrttlllity to work together and hav<: fun, too. 
Tht.: ACT IV ITil:S I·:\ I R is an iJcai place to rl•nuit 
nl'w memht.'rs tor your group. 
The ACTIVITit.S 1·/\IR is a wonderful chan~:<: for 
you to "justify your cxist<:ncc" on our campus. Show us 
WHO YOLI ARE ... Show us what you arc like! \1akc a 
memorable contribution to your college. 
Start planning NOW. 
Please contact my office (Gould Residence Hall Room 
517) for your Activities Program Form by Friday, March 3. 
I would also like to meet with one of your dub's reprcsen-
t<ltivcs during the second week of classes. February 12th-
16th. to finali;~: your dub's plan-, so \\e can coordinate the 
al'til ili<:s.- \akri<: I agaki\, ( 'luh t\"'i-.1ant 
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GOULD TECH 1(9)• 
Second floor Department of Physics. Am . 222. Dr. Jack 
Prince. Chairman . 
Third floor : Department of Mathematics. Am . 31 5. Dr Irwin 
Just . Chairman : Math Tutoring Lab . Am . 320 . 
Fourth floor Department of Nursing . Am. 413 . Prof Alice 
Fuller. Chairman . (Nursing tutoring lab is located in Loew 
Hall. Am . 41 3 ) 
GOULD MEMOftiAL LI!RARY (12)• 
Lower level : Auditorium : Duplicating & Mail Room . Am . 
GC4A. 
Main floor : NETWORKS Publication Offices . Am . A1 . 
Second floor Community & Media Relations Office . Am . 
102: Public Information Office. Rm . 104. 
LANGUAGE HALL (11)• 
Lower level : Restrooms. 
Main floor: Office of the Dean of the College & Deputy of 
the College. Rm . 11 . John C. Mitchem: Asst . to the Dean for 
Academic Affairs . Am. 15. Prof. Sylvia Miranda: Asst. to the 
Dean fbr Faculty Personnel. Am . 16. Dr . Max Horn . 
Second floor: Office of the President of the College. Rm . 
27. Dr. Roscoe C. Brown: Executive Asst. to the President . 
Carol M. Banks: Special Asst. to the President. Richard A. 
James: Executive Asst. for Date & Statistics . Am . 21 . Peter 
Hoberman: Dean of Academic Affairs . Rm . 22. Dr. Carl 
Polowczyk. 
GOULD STUDENT CENTEft (11)• 
Main floor: Student Activities Offices. Am . 103. Prof. Jose 
Prince. Coordinator: Cafeteria: Theatre Playhouse: Rest-
rooms ~ Telephones <Gould Annex : classrooms) . 
Second floor: Student Government O'lfices. Rms . 201 , 202. 
202B. 203B; Student Office. Am . 205: Bookstore. Am. 211 : 
Restrooms; Telephones: Lounges. 
Third floor: Operations Office. Am . 302, Peter Valez -
Administrator. Edward Freeberg - Manager; Communica-
tor (student newspaper) Office . Am . 306: Browsing Room. 
Am . 308; WBCC (student radio station) . Am . 309: Gameroom. 
Rm . 311 : T.V. Room . Am. 312: Artist Workshop (pottery. 
ceramics. etc.). 
GOULD HALL (19)• 
Lower level : Veterans Readiness Institute. Am . 106 -
aids veterans with no high schoo~ diploma or veterans in 
need of college refresher courses. 
Main floor: Adult Learning Center. Am . 200 - provioes 
free tutoring services to the community to prepare for high 
school equivalency diploma. Bruce Gfund - Director; 
Chuck Davis Dance Company. Am . 210, Bess Pruitt- Direc-
tor: Mini-Semester/Municipal/Pest Control Program -
offers a variety of short term . low cost courses for adults. 
Deborah Stiller- Director. 
Third floor : Right-to-Read Program. Am . 310 - goal is to 
increase literacy among adults i~ the community . Ginger 
Waters - Director : Career Education Program. Am . 318-
college preparatory courses & aid in establishing career 
goals for high school students. Derek Wheeler- Director. 
Fourth floor Continuing Education (administrative 
offices) . Am . 417- Continuing Education coordinates adult 
education course and programs. and aids in the job place-
ment of community members. Martin W. Frey - Admin -
istrative Coordinator ; Small Business Skills for Minorities, 
Am . 403 - Free bi-lingual workshops in retailing . merchan-
dising . bookkeeping , tax law, etc . for minority business 
persons. Fernando Oliver - Director; Public . Service 
Careers Program, Am. 413- Management Interim Program 
for Business Majors. John Leonard- Coordinator. 
Fifth floor: I.O.C. (Inter-Organizational Council)- student 
clubs representative organization: Student Club Offices. 
LOEW HALL (20)• 
Lower level : Health Services. Rm . 103; Financial Aid 
Offices . Am . 106. Prof. D. Strauss. Coordinator of Financial 
Aid : Iris Hawkins. Am . 115; Alice Gamson. Rm. 111 ; Rita 
Berkowitz, Am . 127: Isabel Lubchansky . Am . 106 A&B; Eva 
Brown. Coordinator of College Work-Study, Am . 129; Rest-
rooms . 
·· Main floor: Assoc iate Dean of Students. Am . 201 . Dr. 
Gloria Hobbs: Conference/SPD . Rms . 200. 224 ; College Dis-
covery . Am . 225. Ms. J. Asch . Coord inator; General 
Counsel ing Off ices . Rms . 204. 202 . Prof. C. Saueracker. 
Coordinator of Counseling . Am . 211 : Foreign Students. Am . 
219: Appeals Office . Am . 206. Prof . A. Barnette. Appeals 
Agent for the Committee on Academic Standing & Resource 
Counselor for the Handicapped : Restrooms: Telephones. 
Third floor : Department of Student Development . Prof. M. 
Steuerman . Chairman : Veterans Affairs . Am . 322 . D. Collins. 
Coordinator : SLIC (Student Life Improvement Center) . Am 
332 . J. Feliciano . Director: Psychological Service. Am. 300. 
Dr. D. Diamond . Psychologist : Career Library. Am . 300: 
Transfer Office . Am . 308. Prof . Mae Goldberg . Coordinator; 
Career Planning Services. Rm . 307: Restrooms. 
Fourth floor : Legal Services. Am . 408. Robert Johnson. 
Director: Tutorial Services. Am . 413 , Vernon Haley , Direc-
tor : Cheerleader Coach (tentatively) , Am . 420. Johanna 
Duncan ; Restrooms . 
Fifth floor: Security Offices. Am . 505; Restrooms. 
ALUMNI GYM (23)• 
Lower level : Swimming Pool. . 
Main floor: Synchronized Swimming . Jane Katz. Rm . 115: 
Women 's Basketball. Toni Miller. Am . 115; Men 's Tennis. 
Frank Wong . Am . 115; lntramurals. Mitchell Wenzel. Am. 
115; Volleyball & Yoga . D. Genova , Am . 119. 
Second floor : Cross Country . Henry Skinner. Am. 203: 
Track & Field . Henry Skinner . Rm . 203. 
Third floor: Yoga ·& Martial Arts Room . Am . 300; Modern 
Dance . Charlotte Honda-Smith. Am . 300; Dance Studio. Am . 
311 ; Department of Health & Physical Education, Richard 
Kor. Dept. Chairman . Am. 300A: Athletics Director & Base-
ball Coach. Gus Constantine. Am . 300B; Wrestling Coach. J. 
Newton Hill , Am. 300: Coordinator of Women 's Athletics , 
Michele Stern-Jacobs. Am . 300; Soccer Coach. M. Fava, 
Am . 300. 
Fourth floor: Gymnasium: Weight Training & Body Condi-
tioning Area (4th fl. mezzanine): Women's Tennis . M. Stern-
Jacobs . Am . 402; Softball , S. Sortino, Am . 402. 
BLISS HALL(27)• 
Main floor: Friends of Bronx Community College Art Gal-
lery. Prof . Peter Schira, Director: Telephone. 
Second floor: Restrooms. 
Third floor : Art Department Chairman, Dr. Marvin Salz-
berg, Am . 303; Restrooms. 
COMMUNITY HALL (5)• 
Main floor: Offices of the Bursar - Registration : student 
fees . Check disbursement for all financial aid (i.e ., SEOG. 
BEOG. NDSL, CD, etc.); Restrooms; Telephones. 
TECH TWO (29t• 
Lower levels: Library . Prof. Jean Kolliner ; Auc i Visual 
Departments. Prof . Donald Canty . 
First floor : Business & Commerce Dept .. Prof . Hirsch-
fi eld. Chairman . 
Evening-Satu rday student s, Peter Daniels . 
Second floor: Department of Special Educat ion Services. 
Am . 224. Dr. J.L. Rempson Chairman: ADL Reading Lab . 
Am . 201. 
Th ird floor : Dept of Social Sciences. Am . 323. Dr. Arthur 
Galub. Chairman: Typing Lab (for typing students only) . Am . 
328 . 
Fourth floor : Black & Puerto Rican Studies Option . Am . 
418. Prof . Luis Pinto : History Dept. Am . 422. Prof . S. Ehren-
preis . Chairman . 
Fifth floor : Modern Languages Dept. . Rms . 506 . 507. Prof . 
J . D'Andrea . Chairman : Secretarial Studies Department . 
Am . 520. Prof. Kazuye Takei . Chairman. 
Sixth floor: Communications Arts & Sciences Depart-
ment, Am . 624. Dr. A. King. Chairman . 
Seventh floor: English Dept. . Am. 721 . Dr . L. Gottesman. 
Chairman ; Creative Writ ing Workshop 
GUGGENHEIM (21)• 
Second floor : Department of Music ; Music Library. Am . 
212- albums . music literature . etc.: Music Tutori ng Office. 
Am . 213. 
Third floor: Music Practice Room . Rm . 336: Piano Lab . 
Am . 344 . 
AL TSHUL HOUSE (56)• (Sedgwick Ave ) 
Day Care Center. 
HAVEMEYER LABOR.t.TORY (32)• 
Main floor : Biology Department . Francis Costello. Chair-
man 
HAVEMEYER ANNEX (33)• 
Classrooms & professors· offices . 
Second floor: labs . 
PHILOSOPHY HALL (14)• 
Main floor : Admissions Office. Am . 14 . Harvey Erdsneker. 
Registrar. 
Second floor : Records Division , Am . 26, Transcripts , 
address changes. record corrections . etc .: Asst. Registrar . 
Am . 22. Sue Turk; Asst. Registrar . Am . 23 . Robert Lewis . 
Third floor : Registration Offices . Am . 35. Asst. Registrar . 
Prof. May . Asst. Registrar . Ms Regina Tobin . 
SAGE HALL (30)• 
Main floor: Learning Center - cassette tapes & record-
ers. films . & slides for .>tudy of college courses . i.e .. acct .. 
history. languages . sciences . etc . 
Second floor: Health Education Offices & classes : Com-
munity School Board 15. 
SOUTH HALL (31)• 
Main floor : Personnel Office , Am . 106. Shelley Levy. 
Director. 
Second floor: Donald P. Cancienne. Dean . Am. 211 : 
Rudolph Richman . Assoc . Dean : Mr. Connington. Director 
of Campus Activities. 
Third floor: Campus Facilities Office; Val Rolon. Campus 
Architect. Rm . 305: Allan Shaw, Campus Planning Engineer. 
Am. 305. 
STEVENSON HOUSE (7)• 
Main floor: Lecture Rooms. 
Second floor: Administrative Office of Continuing Educa-
tin & Community Services (personnel offices); Seymour 
Raisin. Associate Dean : Tanya. Cobbs . Program Coordi-
nator: Margaret Riley. Program Development:. Del?res 
Mitchell . Personnel Administrator; Charles Fatgtn, F1sca1 
Administrator. 
NICHOLS HALL (24)• 
Lower level · Chemistry Labs: Restroom s . 
Main floor Chemistry Department . Am 106 . J G. Atley . 
Chairman - chem1stry tutoring is temporaril y located 1n the 
learning Center located in Sag e Hall : Telephones 
CARPENTER HALL 
B1-Lingual Housing Program : Building Trades Program -
trai nmg in plum bmg . ca rnentry. & electnc1ty : also JOb place-
ment in South Bronx con structio n areas for rehab1i1tat10n : 
Rafael Diaz & Antonio Mart inez Directors . 
KINGSBRIDGE VA HOSPITAL . 
(O ff campu s: at Kingsbridge Rd. & Sedgew1ck Ave ) 
Am. 117. Allied Health Program -- to upgrade knowledge 
& abi lities of people already 1n the health fi eld : Barbara Kos-
troff . Director 
SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER 
(184 St. Campus. 120 E. 184th St. 
Am . 5-8. Older Adult Luncheon Club- nutrition program 
for the elderly (60 yrs . & older) . group activities . trips . 
information referral. college level courses . etc . lgil 
Jellinek . Director: Meals on Wheels Program - meal deliv-
ery for homebound elderly 
Am. 216, Project S.O.S.-services homebound elderly , 
provides shopping. escort , counseling. Frank Neubauer. 
Director; Projec t Spear; Boro-wide Program -coord inates 
cultural event s & PROGRAMS FOR Senior Ci ti zens. Amy 
Millard. Direc tor. 
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HONESTY: Still Exists In Our Corrupted Society The ROCK BRIGADE receives voluntary donations from individual merchants, McDonald's, O.T.B., St. 
Nicholas of Tolentine, and other organizations. The pur-
pose is to clean the city, but they concentrate mostly on 
commercial areas such as Fordham Road and 42nd Street 
which they are planning to clear up next. "We are planning 
to move down to 42nd.Street and hopefully throughout the 
entire city," said Ricky Mullins. 
By Bethania (Betty) Parra 
Keith Mitchell, 20 years of age, "a non-violent, nice 
guy," as some of his friends describe him, has proved that 
honesty does pay and still survives in our society. Keith 
Mitchell is a member of a clean-up program called the 
ROCK BRIGADE and a student at Bronx Community 
College. He dedicates two to three hours a week together 
with 70 other high school and college students to empty out 
trash containers along Fordham Road and the University 
Heights area. 
tner returned the wallet to its owner, Mrs. Patricia Kelly, a 
65-year-old woman. The money was Mrs. Patricia Kelly's 
Christmas fund. In return, they received a reward from an 
anonymous person who said he was not giving the reward 
to be generous, but because it is worth having citizens so 
honest and reliable and to inspire others to be the same. 
The reward was $300. What did Keith do with the money? 
Did he buy anything for himself, his family, or spend it for 
pleasure? NO. He donated the reward to the ROCK 
BRIGADE CLEAN-UP PROGRAM. 
No doubt this program is growing; nevertheless, it has 
had opposition from some merchants in the commercial 
areas. The reason is that they clean the sidewalks by picking 
up the garbage, and as a result, the city called the merchan-
ts' attention to the fact that, by law, it is required that they 
clean up their own sidewalks. 
In December of 1978, Keith and his partner were on their 
assignment along Fordham Road emptying trash contain-
ers and found a wallet with a social security card, pictures 
of sons, daughters, and grandchildren, and to their 
astonishment ... $300. 
Should Keith keep the money? Why not? He found it! 
Keith Mitchell did not keep the $300. With the help of 
Father McNally, the neighborhood priest, he and his par-
The ROCK BRIGADE is a program composed of about 
70 high school and college students who are willing to g_ive 
time and effort two or three days a week to keep our city 
clean. The program was started December 1977 by a man 
named Curtis Sliwa, or as his co-workers call him 
"ROCK," as its president. "ROCK" is also the manager of 
McDonald's on Andrews Avenue and Fordham Road. 
Working with "ROCK" are Carl Smucker, chief of staff 
and Ricky Mullins, minority liaison. 
Despite the opposition of the merchants and perhaps the 
embarrassment of being seen with a broom in hand and 
emptying out trash cans, these youngsters from the ROCK 
BRIGADE are really doing a valuable and dignified job. 
We should be proud therefore, that Keith Mitchell, "an 
honest, moderate, nonviolent, reliable citizen, and easy-
going person,'' is a student of Bronx Community College 
and a member of the ROCK BRIGADE. 
The Great Argentus Rush of '79! 
• :'-iew precious metal alloy 
for class rings' 
• Costs far less than gold! 
• Josten's stakes claim! 
•Special 
introductory 
WHITE ARGF.N"I1JS "'"'' 
$79.95 
(limited time only) 
prices on White Argentus and 
new, Yellow Argentus! 
• Includes free deluxt> 
options and Josten's Full 
Ufetime Warranty! 
$10 off 
Only during the following times when your Josten's representative 
will be on campus. 
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY20 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
GOULD STUDENT CENTER - MAIN FLOOR 
($20 deposit required) 
Veterans Offer 
Housing Assistance 
The Housing unit of the office of Veter-
ans' Affairs has been working hard to im-
prove services within the community for the 
students of BCC. The Housing unit has 
been able to provide applications for Sec-
tion 8 and NYC Housing Authority of the 
Community Development Act, and other 
housing information requested by veterans 
and widows of veterans. The Housing unit 
is presently affiliated with referral agencies 
throughout the community. In the event a 
fee cannot be afforded, apartments are 
available where no fee is charged and very 
little security is required. 
required. 
Interested in buying a house? The 
Housing unit may be able to assist you and 
give insight or information regarding eligi-
bility. Originally, the V.A.'s maximum en-
titlement available for home loans was 
$4,000. This maximum was increased to 
$7,500 in September of 1974, and is soon 
expected to be raised further to $25,000. 
They also interpret the Fair Housing Law, 
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, 
and its amendments for those students who 
feel they may have been discriminated 
against while seeking housing. 
They may be able to help students on fixed 
incomes. If you have an extra room avail-
able or know of someone who does, get in 
touch with them. 
If you have a housing complaint, a 
serious housing problem (burned out, rob-
bed out, etc.), or if you just want more in-
formation on some of the items not covered 
in this notice, contact Ruben Flores, Hous-
ing and Peer Counselor for assistance, Mon-
day through Friday at 367-7300, ext. 683/4, 
Loew Hall, Room 318. Please leave address 
or phone where you may be contacted. 
JOIN THE CHOIR 
All students are invited to join 
the Bronx Community and 
College Choir, BCC's largest and 
most active student group. The 
Choir meets on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 4 until 5:30 in 
Guggenheim 105 (the building 
Tuition 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
constituents, the students of the Com-
munity Colleges, I urge you to withdraw 
this proposal. 
In an interview with Dean Polowczyk, 
Dean of Academic Affairs, he stated, "I 
have always been an advocate of free 
tuition. However, this is a way for needed 
money to be acquired since the City's 
money is steadily decreasing. Unfortuan-
tely, Higher Education and Health and 
Hospitals are at the bottom of the City's 
priorities. This has been public knowledge 
for some time. 
"As we all should know, the college 
budget comes from City, State, and tuition 
fees. With the cost of education rising for 
the City and State, while the City monies 
are decreasing, money has to come from 
somewhere. And since the City cannot 
spend money it does not have, the student is 
asked to pay.'' 
An explanation of the tuition revenue 
flow shows how students pay their own 
tuition and some of the other persons who 
have full coverage and how the City is 
relieved from added expense burdens. For 
instance, the City needs $5 million as its 
share of Education cost; the State con-
tributes $5 million dollars, and tuition 
covers $5 million to meet a $15 million edu-
cational cost need. Since the city is losing 
money to increase demands in other areas 
and there are greater numbers of students 
entering the City University system than 
budgeted for the City, this raises the tuition 
behind Tech II). It is possible to 
receive one credit, or you may join 
without credit. This semester we 
will be joining with City College's 
choir for two combined perfor-
mances. Just come to a rehearsal 
and speak to the director, Mr. 
Hamell. 
which-will bring about $2 million and the 
City only has to cough up $3 million. 
However, the doulbe-jeopardy effect is 
to the part-time student who does not 
receive TAP and the full-time student who 
pays full tuition. 
Their tuition increase will help to support 
the tuition cost of the student who receives 
full coverage. With many of the part-time 
and full-time students who have jobs, they 
also share in further college cost support 
through their taxes to City and State. The 
major problem to the City is how to 
sprinkle the taxes to support taxpayers and 
the increasing number of non-taxpayers 
coming to college. 
State Budget Problems 
Another reason for the proposed in-
crease, it was reported, stems from State 
University budget problems where debt ser-
vice expense comes from tuition revenue. 
Presently, the State has a $3 billion master 
plan to revitalize State University campuses 
with new construction and services. In or-
der to meet that cost, Governor Carey and 
State Budget Director, Howard Miller, 
have imposed tuition increases at the State 
level. In the interim, the Governor has 
asked Koch to raise tuition here to keep cost 
in parity with the State. One effect that 
could result with lower City University 
tuitions, is that more students might go to 
City schools, thus making it even more dif-
ficult for the State to raise much needed 
debt service monies. Unfortunately, for 
City students, this is not likely to mean any 
better services or new buildings. In our 
budget system those expenses come from 
alrady exhausted budget lines. 
THE NEW SEMESTER HAS JUST BEGUN-
AND WBCC, YOUR STUDENT RADIO STATION WELCOMES YOU BACK. 
JOIN US AND PARTY WITH THE REST OF THE 
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE FAMILY! 
''THEWBCC 
WELCOME BACK DISCO" 
FRIDAY FEB. 23rd, 1979 9 p.m.-2 p.m. 
GOULD STUDENT CENTER CAFETERIA 
TICKETS: $3. 00 in advance, $4. 00 at the door. 
(Tickets available in Gould Student Center Room 310) 
MAKE NO PLANS FOR THE 23rd. 
JOIN YOUR FRIENDS AND PARTY WITH US. 
PLAN TO BE HERE ON THE 23rd. 
Student Development Offers Career Help 
Become a member of the BCC's Best 
Join the 
More than ever before, college 
students are being asked to approach 
CAREER decision making with much 
more careful planning plus a good deal 
of flexibility in order to cope with an 
ever-changing economy. A good way 
to strt is to examine where you are at 
this point. Are you one who: 
- has explored many different careers 
but is having trouble deciding which 
path to follow; 
- or has signed up for a curriculum 
which didn't turn out to be what you 
wanted; 
- has chosen a career but needs more 
information about educational require-
ments; entry-level skills necessary, or 
related occupations which you can 
branch out into should the job market 
change. 
- or you're simply lost and don't 
know how to get started. 
If you are one of the above students, 
there are many services which you can 
take advantage of to help you decide. 
THINK ABOUT ..... . 
* Joining a CAREER EXPLORA 
TION WORKSHOP which will give 
you insight on your interests as they 
relate to occupations, current infor-
mation on what occupational fields 
are more promising than others, and 
help you make a "CAREER 
PLAN" which will get you moving 
in the right direction. 
* Taking, a VOCATIONAL IN-
TEREST INVENTORY. The results 
won't tell you "what you should be" 
but they could help you see how your 
interests are related to different ca-
reer areas; 
* INDIVIDUAL CAREER COUN-
SELING: You may wish to spend 
several sessions with a counselor fo-
cusing on the personal decisions you 
face as you move towards a career 
choice. 
* MAKING A JOB INQUIRY: Lo-
cating people who are doing just the 
kind of work that you think you 
would like to do. Ask how they 
spend their working hours, in order 
Special Services Project 
For those who are not already aware, the 
Special Services Project is not just a tutorial 
program but offers numerous services to 
help with the personal, social and intellec-
tual needs of the students. These services 
are available for students who are enrolled 
in the Special Services Project. 
The Career Services Component is 
designed to supply students with infor-
mation and guidance in numerous career 
areas. It has for students use, bulletins from 
colleges and universities throughout the 
United States, information concerning 
various careers and ,skills needed, guidance 
about job hunting techniques, resume 
preparation and transfer information. 
Also offered are a series of workshops 
throughout the semester which generally 
correspond to ' topics students request. For 
the 1979 Spring semester, the following 
workshops will be offered: 
Resume Feb. 8 12-2 
Writing 
Careers in Mar. 8 12-2 
Business 
Careers for Apr. 19 12-2 
Women 
All of these workshops will be held in Loew 
Hall, Room 200. 
Take an active part in structuring your 
life. For all those interested in any of the 
above mentioned facilities concerning 
Career Services, please contact Ms. Gwen 
Rollins, Loew Hall, Room 420. 
Another component of the Special Ser-
vices Project is Social Services. The purpose 
of the Social Services Component is to 
provide and make accessible supportive ser-
vices, such as individual personal counsel-
ing. It also serves as a referral resource in 
the health, welfare, and social areas of 
student life. 
Workshops will also be given in servi<.:e 
areas such as welfare, food stamps, drug 





Feb. 15 12:30-2 
Mar. 15 12-2 
Apr . 1212:30-2 
If you have any questions or wish to make 
an appointment, please contact Ms. Denise 
Mackey, Loew Hall, Room415. 
A third dimension of the Special Services 
Project, Reading and Study Skills, is one 
which has been operating successfully for 
several years. This service includes skill 
workshops available to all qualified tutees, 
and trained study tutors to aid and assist 
subject area tutors with their tutee's text-
book readings and problem solving tech-
niques. The following workshops have been 
scheduled for the Spring semester: 
Vocabulary Mar. 15 12-2 
Development 
Summarizing/ Mar. 22 12-2 
Outlining 
Reading Rates Mar. 29 12-2 
Exam May 10 12-2 
Preparation 
All workshops are scheduled to be held in 
Loew Hall, room 430. 
If you have any questions or would like 
further information, please contact Ms. 
Terry Quiros, Loew Hall, Room 415. 
Looking forward to seeing you. Come 
learn, contribute and share experiences. 
Wanted: Bio-Med Students 
Are you or have you ever been interested 
in participating in a bio-medical research 
project on a part-time basis? Would you 
like to earn $3.50 per hour while collecting 
fish along the lower Hudson River and 
examining them for indications of disease 
possibly related to environmental pollu-
tion? Are you ready to learn how to prepare 
tissue slides, develop laboratory skills in 
Histology and Bacteriology, attend mon-
thly seminars and participate in the writing 
of scientific papers for publication? Then 
contact Dr. Richard F. Heller in the 
Department of Biology and Medical 
Laboratory Technology immediately. 
Dr. HeUer is anticipating the award of a 
$183,000 grant from the National Institute 
of Health to conduct an lchthyo-Histo-
pathologic study of the lower Hudson 
River. His budget includes 50 hours per 
week at $3.50 per hour to hire Bronx Com-
munity ·college students to work with him. 
This will be a three-year project expected to 
begin July I, 1979. Only presently enrolled 
BCC students are eligible. First priority will 
be given to students enrolled in or having 
completed Bio. 41 histological Techniques 
as they will require little or no training. 
Others accepted into the team may be re-
quired to go through a training period for 
which there is no money allocated. For ap-
plications and further information, contact 
Dr. Heller. 
to check your perceptions of the oc-
cupation. 
* MAKING A JOB OBSERVA-
TION: Visit job sites, not necessar-
ily to talk with the people there, but 
simply · to observe them in their 
work setting. Get a feel of what the 
occupational life.style is like. Does 
the place bore you? Does it excite 
you? 
* VOLUNTEERING YOUR TIME: 
Arrangements can be made to allow 
you to volunteer your services for a 
few hours each week. * Vist the CAREER-TRANSFER 
LIBRARY in LOEW HALL 307. It 
has copies of college catalogs not 
only from the CUNY and SUNY sys-
tems, but colleges from throughout 
the United States. It has a wealth of 
information about thousands of oc-
cupations which will be extremely 
useful in doing your Career 
Research. 
For further information, contact: 
Prof. Evelyn Kish, Career Library, 
Ext. 687 
LAMBDA NU CHAPTER 
of 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
Honor Fraternit} for American 
Junior/Communitl Colleges 
Be a I.eader and not a Follower! 
Index 3.5 or over? 
24 cumulative degree credits? 
contact Prof. Muriel Brill 





Ruth Fromowitz Luchonck 
Teacher of Piano Theory 
and Harmony 
Call : 367-6739 
Located Near the B.C. C. Campus 
ALL NURSING STUDENTS! 
Study Groups Now Being Formed!!! 
SPECIAL FEATURES THIS SEMESTER 
"Top Notch" specialized learning skills 
program will be integrated into those 
groups formed at the beginning of the 
semester. 
ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESS 
I"CRITICALS"] 
I. Commitment to succeed 
2. Consistent regular attendance 
3. Similar programs by all group members 
4. Participation in "study skills" 
workshops 
5. A growing sense of urgency in finding 
answers to an increasing number of 
questions. 
BENEFITS OF STUDY GROUPS 
I. Crucial study techniques develop. 
2. Independent reading is vitalized. 
3. Information received in class is clarified 
-instant corrective feedback. 
4. Experienced R.N.'s serve as Resource 
Persons. 
FOR INFORMATION: 
LOEW HALL, 4TH FLOOR 
Please check the bulletin board 
b} the water fountain. 
A WORD OF CAUTION!!! 
Students who attend one or two sessions 
only-just prior to an exam will be con .. 
· sidered "crashing" a group md will not be 
welcomed. 
GROUP APPLICATIONS 
NURSING CURRICULUM OR COURSE 
Curriculum--------------------------






MEETING DAYS AND TIMES (Tentative) 
You are required to fill out applications 
for tutoring-do so as quickly as possible 
and we will have the ball rolling in no time! 
The Learning Center is prepared with an 
unbelievable array of media materials to 
supplement your study group activities. 
Please submit immediately to adminis-
trative assistant in Rm. 413, Loew Hall. 
Please be courteous and patient-all Spe-




THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1979 1.2:30 PM. COME AND MEET THE 
ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, AND YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS. 
the -~ 
AcrioN ft®~' 
Comeback Kids ? 
It seems as if this year's Broncos Basket-
ball team should be named the "Comeback 
Kids" or "Can't Win On The Road." 
This year' s additions seem to have a dif-
ficult time playing intensely unless they are 
down by 10 or 15 points with time running 
out. 
Thus far this season, the Broncos' 9-9 
record doesn't indicate the level of ex-
citement that the team has been able to 
generate . Since December 16th, the Bron-
cos have been playing very exciting basket-
ball. Of the 9 games played in the last mon-
th, the Team's record is 6 wins and 3 losses. 
Two of the losses were very close. In fact, 
the turn-around for the Broncos came 
against Sullivan County C ommunity 
College, considered one of the better teams 
in the State. The Broncos lost that game in 
the last four minutes of a highly competitive 
contest . It was during that game that the 
young Broncos came of age, battling, scrat-
ching and fighting against a squad that 
defeated teams, that had beat the Broncos 
by lopsided scores in early season . 
The young Broncos, led by high scoring 
guard Larry Sapp, who averaged 22.4 poin-
ts per game, forward Abe Sackey and a 
crew of scratching, hustling players who in-
clude Keith Frith, Richard Barnes, Ron 
Linen, John Taylor, Gordon Simms, Jay 
Rosario and Ron Germany, have created a 
few minor and, in two games, major upsets . 
In one of the most exciting games played 





The Department of Health and Physical 
Education and Continuing Education are 
sponsoring a series of " Vacation 
Work shops in Jamaica, West Indies " 
during the Easter recess. 
Work shops will be offered in Tennis, in-
structed by Prof. Richa rd Kor; Scuba 
Diving, instructed by Prof. Henry Skinner 
and Human Sexuality, instructed by Dr. J . 
Juechter. Prof. Henry Skinner is coor-
dinator of the program . 
For further information contact the 
Health and Physical Education Department 
in the Alumni Gym building or call 367-
.7300, ex. 312 . 
Broncos came from 12 points down to 
defeat Rockland County Community 
College, a team that BCC has not defeated 
in almost five years. 
A week before, BCC also upset 
Kingsborough Community College, 
another team that the Brbncos haven't 
defeated in recent years . An amazing fact 
of the 3 games lost at Alumni Gym: The 
Broncos again recovered from rather large 
defeats only to fall two points short in two 
of the three games. 
The "Comeback Kids" of BCC did it 
again in their most recent meeting against 
City College's JV's in a game marked by 
excessive turnovers by both teams ; the 
Broncos, down by 10 points with only five 
minutes to play, managed to overtake and 
hold City off in a furious finish to cement 
their fir st road victory . Gilbert Santos 
displayed some fine passing and ball han-
dling in the closing minutes of the contest. 
With six games remaining, the young 
Broncos are within range of the regional 
playoffs. If the Broncos are able to win on 
the road (where thus far this season the 
record is 1-6) the playoffs arc a distinct pro-
bability. BCC in the playoffs, can you 
imagine! 
The young Broncos are an exciting team . 
An important aspect is that next year only 
three players will not be returning, which 
means that next year may fulfill a lot of 
dreams for the team and BCC. 
Martial Arts 
Raymond Vega, a student of the Martial 
Arts and a holder of a black belt in Tae 
Kwon-do makes a plug for the ancient art. 
" Martial arts is a benefit not ju~t as self-
defense but as physical exercise which is a 
pre-requisite for physical wellbeing and life 
itself. If attacked that 's when the real 
thinking should take place, you must decide 
instantly how to handle the situation which 
constitutes well developed or poor self 
discipline. The Martial Arts Club involves 
all sel f defense exercises. Martial Arts is a 
culture that not only teaches self defense it 
includes discipline, respect and a positive 
attitude . In order to learn, just join the 
club, there are 6 types of self-defense, 
Kun_g Fu , JuJitsu, Tae-Kwon-do , Japanese 
Karate, Akido and Boxing. Instructors of 
all areas are a part of the club and whatever 
one instructor knows can be taught to 
someone else. Anyone from ages 3-63 can 
join, so bring the family! " 
Charity Basketball Game for 
Mentally Retarded Children and Adults. 
The men from the Hospital at the Bronx Development Center 
VS 
The New York Jets 
on 
Saturday, February 24, 1979, 8 o'clock p.m. 
at 
Lehman High School 
(Westchester Square) 
Donation: Adults-2.50 
Children and Students with I.D.s-1.50 
For more information call Lorraine at 420·0810 
Baseball Try-Outs Announced 
While the Major League Team s are 
headed for the warm confines of Florida 
and Arizona, the Broncos of Bronx Com-
munity College will launch their 9th Season 
with a try-out on Wednesday, February 21, 
1979 from 4 to 6 pm in the Alumni Gym-
nasium . 
In order for a student to try-out he must 
be currently registered for a minimum of 10 
credits. He must bring with him last 
semesters Grade Report and a Full Activity 
Medical Report . 
Other Try-out Dates in Alumni Gym-
nasium are: 
Wednesday Feb. 21 
Monday Feb. 26 




The try-outs will be conducted by Prof. 
Gus Constantine who begins his 9th Season 
as Bronx Community College's Baseball 
Coach. Prof. Constantine has requested 
that candidates bring sneakers, glove, lock, 
and towel to the try-outs. 
Faculty Plays Benefit 
Game With WBLS 
Dean Steverman and President Brown grabbed 
some limelight at the Benefit Basketball Game 
during lntersesson. The faculty Good-Guys played 
to a packed house against the W.B.L.S. Sure· 
Shots. The B.C.C. faculty members were eclipsed 
by over 25 points midway in the third quarter, but 
that "never say die" drive of the Bronx Good-Guys 
fought back to within 2 points. They lost a close 
one 118·116. 
FAMILY SWIM IS BACK 
SPRING 1979 SCHEDULE 















12: 30-3:30 p.m . 







Tennis Courts and Ohio Field track are 
available when not being used by classes 
and varsity teams. 
NEW RULES 
I . All students and faculty using the 
Gymnasium and Pool are reminded to carry 
current validated ID's . Anyone who does 
not show the card upon a legitimate request 
will be asked to leave the facilities . 
2. ·During the Family Swim program, one 
student, one adult friend, and children will 
be permitted to participate in swim suits. 
3. Food, beverages and smoking are not 
permitted in the gym or pool. 
4. No spectators are permitted in gym or 
pool in street clothes. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
The gym and pool are closed when classes 
are not in session . 
